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FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF CONTINUOUS

FUNCTIONS ON COMPACT GROUPS

BARBARA HEIMAN

Abstract. Let G be an infinite compact group with dual object 2 Letting 3C0 be the

representation space for a G 2, S2(2) is the set [A = (A°) EÏÏ *('3C„): Mil, =

2„dalr(A°A°') < oo}. For A G S2(2), we show that there is a function/in C(G)

such that l|/l|œ « CM!12 and Tr(/(o)/(o)') » Tt(A°A°') for every o G 2.

In a 1977 paper [3], K. de Leeuw, Y. Katznelson and J.-P. Kahane proved that

every square summable sequence is dominated by the sequence of Fourier coeffi-

cients of a continuous function on the circle group, T. As the authors mentioned,

this result is true, with the same proof, for any compact abelian group in the role of

T and its dual group in place of the integers, Z. This paper answers the same

question for a compact nonabelian group. Using appropriate tools, our proof

parallels that of [3]. All notation and terminology used here without explicit

definition is as in [2].

Let G be an infinite compact group with dual object 2. For each a G 2, let U" be

a representation in a and let %a, its representation space, have dimension dc. If

<$>(%„) is the space of operators on %a, define || ||2 on £H9C„) by \\A°\\2 =

Tt(A°A°')]/2. LetS(E) = no6z6$(3î,,)andletS2(2:)bethesetof^ =(Aa) 6 £(2)

satisfying

\\Ah=(2da\\A°\\l)]/~<™-

Finally, T will designate the compact group Il^j^it/,,), where %(</„) is the group

of all unitary operators on Xa.

We make use of the following results.

(l)Let/(K) = Iad0TT(B°V°)(VE T) be a finite sum. Then

/|exp/(K)|^K^exp(||5||2).

This statement and its proof are similar to [4, Lemma 2].

(2) Suppose A E S2(2). Then, for almost all V E Y,

2dnTr(A°V°U°(x))
a

converges for almost every x E G [4, Lemma 8].

-
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Lemma 1. Suppose A E&2(1). For every V E T, let fv be the function in L2(G)

whose Fourier series is

2daTT(A°V°U°(x)).
a

Let X > 0. Then the set

£ = ¡VET: j exp\|/,.(jt:)|i/.v ^ 2 exp(4X2||^l H2)

has positive T-measure.

Proof. Let x E G be fixed but arbitrary. Let S,,/, be the nth partial sum of/,

and S„, that of II AII \. (These partial sums are relative to some arbitrary and fixed

enumeration of the set {o E 2: A" ¥= 0}.)

Using the inequality exp|z|< 2*_, \ |exp2i*¿ J... the invariance of the Haar

integral on T and (1).

/exPA|S„A(x)|¿V^2exp(4X2S„).
■T

As x E G was arbitrary,

(  ( e\pX\SJy(x)\dVdx « 2exp(4A2S„).
Jc -t

By Fubini's theorem, the order of integration can be reversed. Applying (2) and

Fatou's lemma.

f  ( expX|/,.(.v)|i/.Y</K«s2exp(4\2||,4||;).

Consequently. £ has positive T-measure.

Lemma 2. Suppose B E & 2( 2). Let e, tj > 0 be given and suppose that II B II : «£ e.

Then there is a choice of V ET such that the function h E L2(G). whose Fourier series

is 10 da Tr( B" V°U°( x )). satisfies

||(|/1|-T,) + ||2^16v2i.-/27)~'expi^).

Proof. Let À = r//8e2. Invoke Lemma 1 to obtain V E T so that

[ exp(X\h(x)\)dx<2exp{4X2\\B\\l)^2expl-^-Y
Jg \ 16e-/

Since

sup (t — i})~exp(-Xt) = 256e 2e4t/ 2exp   —-   ,
f5»T) '    8f"   /

h\ - r,)T < 256e-2e4Tj-2exp(-^) f exp(X\h(x)\) dx
\ tie- ! J(;

<512*^,-»«p(-j¿).
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Lemma 3. Suppose A 6 S (2). There exists a function f E L0C(G) with 11/

36\\ A\\2, and \\f(o)\\2> II A"II2 for every a E 2.
1 oo

Proof. Assume that \\A\\2 - 1. Define sequences (5,)°!,, (ijy)ji|, and (£,)"<) by

i, = 3->;    ^ = 36«,:    e0= 1

and

e,+ 1 = 32^2(1 -*,)*-,e?u;;,*/H!l«p[^!-      for/>0.

One checks by induction that ey ̂  6~J for y » 0. Let s0 = 0 and 5A = 2Í_ i ô .

We next define sequences of functions ( /)JL(). ( gy)7°Lo ana (nj)j^o with/ = g; + /i;

which satisfy

(a)     hAm*Xsj;

(b)   lMa*v
-i;+i

+ |CXP1  32e;
<c)      |(IM-V.)   ||2^P;= lóv^e-'^r,-

(d)     M(o)h>(l-tj)Umh    foro G 2.

Let g0 = 0 and choose h0 to satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 2 with B — A, e = e0

and Tj = t/|. Then (a)-(d) are true for y = 0.

Suppose that k > 1 and that gk_t and /j^, „, have been selected to satisfy (a)-(d)

when y = k — 1. Define

36i*sgn/*_,(*)     if |A_,(x)| >36st,

/*-.(*) tf|/*-i(x)j<36jA.

Then (a) holds for y = A:. Note that if |/,(.*) |> 36ja, then

!/*-»(*) -ä(x)|,=|/*-,(x)|-36j4

^lat-ií*)! - 36í*-i +lA*~i(*)| - Vk

<(r**-l(*)f-**)+-

Thus IIA-,-gJl2<P*-.- Let

<D={aG2:||g,(a)||2<(l-^)M12}.

For o G <D, we have II/*_,(«) - gk(o)\\2 s= 8k\\A°\\2. Defined G S2(2)by

B"
,a _ {2(1 - sk)A°    foro G$,

otherwise.
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Then.

ii*ii2= 2 dAi-'rfml

<4(l-sA)VllA-.-gJl2

<4d-«,)2a;V*-, = ^

Thus a function /¡¿ can be chosen via Lemma 2 applied to B, e = eA and r/ = r/A t ,

which satisfies both (b) and (c). Finally, if o E $,

|IA(«)f2=i#*(«)ll2>(l-^)IMl2,
while if a G 4»,

H/*t*)ta>ll*1|a-tó*<Oli>(í-**)M*l2-
Therefore (d) holds for y = k. This completes the definition of these sequences of

functions.

For/ > 1,

||/.|-//|!2^||/_|-gJ2+||/!;||2<2(6-').

so there is a function/G L2(G) such that lim/-QC ||2/ -/ll2 = 0. Since 112g, -/ll2

=s 112/ -/||2 + 2\\hl\\2,

lim  ||2g;-/||, = 0.

Thus a subsequence of (2g;)JL0 converges to / pointwise almost everywhere on G.

Hence

H/L < 2 ÏÏS ||g;||oc<36
j— «

and. for each o G 2,

|/(o)||2>'2üm (1-^)1^12=11/112.

This verifies the lemma.

We are now able to state and prove the main result, which replaces L°°(G) in

Lemma 3 by C(G).

Theorem. Suppose A G S2(2). There exists a function /G C(G) with 11/11^ «

37MII2a/jd||/(o)||23* \\A"\\2foreveryo E 2.

Proof. Let S = \\A\\ 2/36. Assume 8 > 0. Let h E L2(G) have Fourier series

2d.Tr(A'U'(X)).
a

By a factorization theorem, there exist functions g G L2(G) and k E L\G) such that

h = k*g;

k is nonnegative and central in L'(G);

ll/cll, = 1;

\\h-g\\2<8.

(See [2, (32.31)], replacing C(G) by £2(G).)
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Invoke Lemma 3 to obtain a function fx E LCC(G) which satisfies ll/JI^. <

36||g||2 and \\f00(o)\\2 s* \\g(o)\\2 for every a G 2. Letf=k * fx E L\G) * LX(G)

= C(G). Then

H/IL <H*Bi II/JL < 36||g||2 < 36(11/1112 + &) = 37¡M||2.

Since /: is central in L\G), k(o) is seen to be a scalar multiple of the identity in

*(.¥„). Write k(o) = caI„. Then

\\f(o)\\2=\cn\\\L(o)\\2^\ca\\\g(o)\\2^\\A%.

A corollary of our theorem is a generalization of Carleman's theorem for the circle

[1]. (See also [2, 37.22(k)] for another proof of this corollary.) For the statement of

this corollary, some additional notation is necessary. Let A E ïÔ(0C,) and let \A | be

the (unique) positive-definite square root of AA*. Let (x,.xd) be the eigenvalues

of | A | . Define the von Neumann norms on fa.(ÎK."a) by

Mk=(2 (*,)')"     (i</»<»).

(Note that II II „,, is the same as II ||2.)Fot/4 = (/T) G £(2), define

MIU=(2^IM1*,)y       (1 </»<*).

Let £'(2)= [A e£(2): Ml|,< oo}.

Corollary, r/iere' is a continuous function f defined on G for which f E £ ''12 ) /or

1 </> < 2.

Proof. Let {a2, ©3, a4_} be a countably infinite subset of 2, with no repetitions.

Let A"" be the da X i/o -matrix whose (1, l)-entry is 1/ Jnda log« and whose other

entries are zero. Let A" — 0 for all other a G 2. Then A E £2(2). By the preceding

theorem, there exists a function/ G C(c7) with

||/(ct)||2^IM°||:    for every o G 2.

For every a

Since

Ik3*||/(0)||2>||/ll2=IM0|l

d. A'

p

'•\fid7jognj        "lo&"

for all sufficiently large n,fE t^pCS,).
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